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ADVANTAGESWHAT IT’S FOR HOW IT’S USED

FILAMArBLe reStOrer
MARBLE	RESTORATION	KIT:	REMOVES	ACID-CAUSED	STAINS	AND	RESTORES
SHINE	ON	pOLISHED	MARBLE,	TRAVERTINES,	LIMESTONES	AND	AGGLOMERATE	SURFACES	

 MARBLE
 POLISHED MARBLE

 AGGLOMERATES

Works on
Marble and all types of polished limesto-
ne. Polished terrazzo surfaces, whether 
they are Venetian style, made of marble 
and cement or marble and resin.
Does not work on
Granite, quartz-resin agglomerates 
ornaturally acid-resistant types of stone.
Caution: 
some types of naturally acid-resistant
marble, such as verde alpi, cannot
be polished using this method.

  To	restore	small	surfaces	made	of	
marble, travertine stone and polished 
limestone which have been marked 
by acid-based stains or atmospheric 
agents.

  It is ideal for restoring kitchen and 
bathroom tops, tables, steps and 
window sills.

  It removes dullness caused by wear 
and tear.

  Fila Marbleone yellow metallic pad.
  Fila	MarbleTwo	white	resin	pad.
  Fila	MarbleThree	blue	resin	pad.
  Fila Marble Sponge

 (white polishing pad).
  Fila MarbleShine, marble

 polish - 6.8 fl oz.
  Fila Formula Marmo, marble finishing 
polish - 8.5 fl oz.

  Gloves.

WHAT IT’S FORTHE kIT CONTAINS MARBLERESTORER

PRECAUTIONS
•	Keep	out	of	the	reach	of	children.
•	Dispose	of	the	container	properly	after	use.

TEMPERATURE
Storage temperature:
between 41° F (5° C) and 86° F (30° C).
Must be applied to material at temperatures
between 41° F (5° C) and 86° F (30° C).

LABELLING
PoISoN: HARMFUL IS SWALLoWED
IRRITATES	SKIN	AND	EYES
Contains oxalic acid. Do not swallow.
Do not get in eyes or on skin. Use with adequate 
ventilation.
Keep	Out	of	the	Reach	of	Children
First aid: Eyes: Rinse eyes with clean, fresh water for at 
least 15 minutes. Seek medical advice for irritation. on 
skin: Wash immediately with plenty of water. Remove 
contaminated clothing. If irritation develops, seek medi-
cal attention. Wash contaminated clothing before using 
them again. Inhalation: Remove to open air. If breathing 
is irregular, seek medical advice. If swallowed: obtain 
immediate medical attention. Do not induce vomi-
ting unless directed to do so by a doctor. Never give 
anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Appearence: colourless to pale brown fluid.
Odour: typical natural wax odour
Density: 1.125 kg/litre
pH: 1 

The information above reflects our latest technical 
know-how and is the outcome of ongoing laboratory 
research and testing. However, some factors are 
beyond our control. It is essential to integrate our 
suggestions with your own on-site preliminary tests 
and check. Fila accepts no liability for impro-per use 
of its products. 

FILA MARBLESHINE

Packaging
4 pieces per carton.




